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About
training course

"Unbox Inclusion" is a training
course for youth workers,
where they will learn how to create and use such an
innovative educational tool - an escape box. On the
project participants will explore the topic of the
inclusion of minorities through the games that they
will play and escape boxes that they will develop.
Participants will create 3-4 portable escape boxes,
which will be connected to topics of inclusion of
minorities. By the end of the project we will
organize local event in Poznan and present the
results of training course there.

AIM
At the "Unbox inclusion" training course we will give to
participants knowledge and skills on how create their
own escape boxes about the inclusion of minorities or
another educational topic.

OBJECTIVES
To provide participants with
the knowledge and skills for
creating their own escape
boxes
To educate participants on
how to create 4 escape boxes
on the topic of inclusion of
minorities
To promote an inclusive
mindset among participants
and discuss addressing
protection and
empowerment of minorities

TRAINERS
EMIR
SHEVKIEV

KAROLINA
KIERENKIEWICZ

Emir is an experienced trainer who has
developed an idea of using escape
rooms for educaiton and updated it to
the idea of making escape boxes. He
worked for 8 years as a full time
trainer both in commercial and noncomercial structures. He delivered
over 10 trainings on escape rooms.

Karolina is an experienced youth
worker working in Logos on project
coordinator position. She has been
delivering trainings an workshops on
different topics. She was part of the
team that developed educaitonal
escape room that we run in Poznan
and is working now on development of
educaitonal escape box on social
inclusion.

Numbers of
participants
Poland

6

Hungary

6

Czechia

6

Slovakia

6

Partners
of the project
21 NAP EGYESÜLET,
HUNGARY
BRNO FOR YOU, Z.S.,
CZECHIA
SYTEV,
SLOVAKIA

Fee
During the training, we will have some extra activities
and visits, so we will collect 20 euro additional
participation fee.

Reimbursment
Country

Maximum budget

Hungary

180 EURO

Czechia

180 EURO

Slovakia

180 EURO

PROJECT
LOCATION

Project will take place in Poznan - a western Poland
city, fifth-largest and one of the oldest cities in
country. It's a nice place with rich historical
background and beautiful architecture.
Poznan has it's own airport that's located close to
city ( Poznań-Ławica ).

CONTACT
INFORMATION

*click on logo to get to the web page

Facebook group
for selected participants

Link for application form
for selected participants

*click on icon

*click on icon

Emails:
boyko@logos.ngo

